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In this paper we present several characterizations of she class of strongly chordal graphs. 
These include a forbidden induced subgraph characterization and two characterizations in terms 
of totally balanced matrices. Another characterization yields a polynomial recognition al- 
goritbm. 
Interest in these graphs arises in several ways. First, she problems of locating minimum weight 
dominating sets and minimum weight independent dominating sets in strongly chordal graphs 
with real vertex weights can be solved in polynomial time, whereas each of these problems k 
N&hard for chordal graphs. Moreover, every well-described class of graphs for which polyno- 
mial algorithms SO solve either of these problems have been presented is a subclass of She class 
of strongly chordal graphs. Second, these graphs have surprisingly nice structural properties and 
are intimately related SO she class of totally balanced matrices. 
Many interesting classes of graphs can be defined in terms of forbidden induced 
subgraphs, e.g. forests, bipartite graphs, interval graphs, and chordal graphs. In 
this paper we present several characterizations of the class of strongly chordal 
graphs, including a forbidden induced subgraph characterization. Interest in these 
graphs arises in several ways. First, the problems of locating minimum weight 
dominating sets and minimum weight independent dominating sets in strongly 
chordal graphs with real vertex weights can be solved in polynomial time [7, S], 
whereas each of these problems is NP-hard for chordal graphs, as shown by Booth 
[4] (domination) and Chang [5] (independent domination). Moreover, every 
well-described class of graphs for which polynomial algorithms to solve either of 
these problems have been piv:sented is a subclass of the class of strongly chordal 
graphs. Second, these graphs have surprisingly nice structural properties and are 
intimately related to the class of totally balanced matrices. 
The notion of a neighborhood bf a vertex turns out to be extremely important 
in the study of strongly chordal graphs. The (closed) neighborhood of a vertex u of 
*The material in Sections 1 through 4 is taken from the author’s Ph.D. thesis which was written 
under the supervision of Dr. Pavol Hell, and which was issued as Technical Report 81-13, Computing 
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the graph G, denoted &[D] or simply N[u], is the set consisting of u together 
with all vertices which are adjacent to u. 
A graph is chordal if it does not contain any cycle of length greater than three 
as an induced subgraph. A perfect elimination or&ring [ 151 of a graph G = (V, E) 
is an ordering ul, u2, . . . , u, of V with the property that for each i, j and I, if 
i <j, i < I, and uI, IL+ E I’+@& then u1 E ‘qUj ]. Rose [15] has shown that a graph is 
chordal if and only if it admits a perfect elimination ordering. Strongly chordal 
graphs are defined in terms of a stronger ordering condition. 
Dehition. A strong elimination ordering of a graph G = (V, E) is an ordering 
u1, u2,. - . , u, of V with the property that for each i, j, k and I, if i <i, k < 
f, ok9 211 E N[Ui], anid Uk E N[u~], then Ul E MUj]. 
Definition. A graph is strongly chdd if it admits a strong elimination ordering. 
Remark 1.1. Every induced subgraph of a strongly chordal graph is strongly 
chordal. 
Pictorial descriptions of a perfect elimination ordering and a strong elimination 
ordering are given in Fig. 1. In this figure, the lines joining the vertices indicate 
adjacency or equality, and the wavy lines are forced ‘by the straight lines. 
Notice that every strong elknination ordering is a perfect elimination ordering 
(simply consider the case where i = k). Thus all strongly chordal graphs are 
chordal. Since the definition of a strongly chordal graph is similar to one 
characterization of chordal graphs, one might e>;pect that there are other charac- 
terizations of strongly chordal graphs which parallel other characterizations of 
I’crfect elimination ordering: i c j, i < e 
and 
Fig. 1, Elimination orderings. 
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chordal graphs. This is indeed the case, and in Sections 3 and 4 we provide two 
such characterizations. We have also obtained an intersection graph characteriza- 
tion of strongly chordal graphs [?I which parallels a similar characterization of 
chordal graphs [9]. Strongly chordal graphs can also be charaaerked in terms of 
totally balanced matrices (Section 5), and in terms of the existence of strong 
chords (Section 6). 
2. Notation 
For the most part, we will use the terminology of Harary [ll], except that we 
use the terms ‘vertex’ and ‘edge’ instead of ‘point’ and ‘line’, respectively. We will 
denote the distance between the vertices u and o in the graph G by &(u, u), or 
by d(u, u) when there is no ambiguity. G[S] denotes the subgraph of G induced 
by the set S of vertices, and G-S denotes the subgraph of G induced by 
V(G)-S. The diameter of G will be denoted by diam(G). 
3. simple vertices 
A vertex of a graph is simplicial if the subgraph induced by the neighborhood 
of that vertex is complete. Chordal graphs have been characterized in terms of the 
existence of simpliclal vertices. 
Theorem 3.1[6,15]. A graph G is cknrdal if artd only if every induced subgraph of 
G has a simplicial uertex. 
In this section we will provide an analogous characterization of strongly chordal 
graphs. 
Definition. The vertices u and u are compatible in the graph G if ~uj,- N[u] or 
vice versa. Otherwise, u and u are incompatible in G. 
Definition. A vertex u of the graph G is simple in G if the vertices in N[u] are 
pairwise compatible, or, equivalently, if the set {N[u]: u E N[un is linearly 
ordered by inclusion. 
Remark 3.2. If u is simple in G, then u is simplicial in G. 
Theorem 3.3. A graph G is strongly chordal if and only if every induced subgraph 
of G has a simple tiertex. 
Proof. (Necessity) Suppose that G is strongly chordal. Since every induced 
subgraph of G is also strongly chordal, it suffices to show that G has a simple 
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vertex. Let ul, u2, . . . , on be a strong elimination ordering of G. We will show that 
q is simple. Let vk, of E MU,] where k < I, and let q E MuJ. It s&&es to show 
that q E N[y]. If j = 1 this is trivial, and if j > 1 then this follows immediately 
from the definition of a strong elimination ordering. 
(Suficiency) We will present an algorithm which, given any graph G as input, 
will either construct a strong elimination ordering of G or locate an induced 
subgraph of G with no simple vertex. We shall use Ni for N.,. The algorithm 
follows: 
Input. A graph G = ( V, E). 
Step 0. 
Step 1. 
step 2. 
Step 3. 
Set n +jV(. 
Let V. = V and let ( VO, co) be the partial ordering on V0 in which 
u<(,u if and only if u=u. Let V,=V, and set i+l. 
Let Gi be the subgraph of G induced by Vi. If Gi has no simple vertex 
then output Gi and stop. Otherwise, define an ordering on Vi by u Ci u 
if v <i-l u or Ni[U]s Ni[U]. 
Choose a vertex Ui which is simple in Gi and minimal in (Vi, <i). Let 
V r+1- - Vi -{ui}. If i = n then output the ordering ul, ~2, . . . , u,, of V 
and stop. Otherwise, set i + i f 1 and go to Step 2. 
We will now establish the validity of the algorithm. 
Claim 1. Suppose U, u E Vi and u <i--l U. Then Ni[U]C Ni[U]. 
Proof. If u = v the claim is trivially true. Otherwise, choose the least j such that 
v <, u. Then 0 < j < i. By the choice of j and the definition of the ordering (Vi, Cj), 
wc have N,[ u] s N,[u]. Since Gi is an induced subgraph of Gi, we have Ni[U]C 
Ntu]. 
Clairrr 2. For each i, (Vi, <i) is a partial ordering. 
Proof. The proof is by induction on i. The case i = 0 is trivial. Let i ~0 and 
suppose that (Vi -1, <i _ I~ is a partial ordering. We must show that (Vi, <i) is 
reflexive, antisymmetric, and transitive. Reflexivity is trivial. We consider the 
other conditions separately. 
Antisymmetry. Suppose v <iu and u # U. Fi Ni[u] ENi[U], then u #i-l U, by 
Clai.7 1, whence u# i u by the definition of the ordering (Vi, <i). If not 
N,[u]c, Ni[U], then V <i _1 U. In that case u $,__, V, since (Vi-19 <i-l) is a partial 
ordering. Moreover Ni[U] c Ni[u], by Claim 1. Hence u fi u by definition. 
Transitiuity. Suppose v <i u and u ci w. We must show u Ci w. There are four 
cases. We will consider only one case, since the remaining cases are either similar 
or trivial. Thus, suppose v <i-.1 u and Ni[U]s Ni[w]. By Claim 1, Ni[U]C Ni[U], 
and hence v <i w by definition. 
The validity of Claim 2 follows by induction. 
Chm 3. Suppose u is simple in Gi and u C, ti. Then u is simple in Gi. 
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proof. By Claim 1, Ni[+Ni[u]. ‘Hence, a is simple in Gi by the definition of a 
simple vertex. 
It follows from Claims 2 and 3 that, for edi i, if Gi has a simple vertex, then it 
has a simple vertex which is minimal in (Vi, Q. Consequently, the algorithm will 
o@put either an induced subgraph of G with no simple vertex or an ordering of 
V. It dices to show that, in the latter case, the ordering is a strong eltiination 
ordering. 
SUPPOSC that i <j, k < 1, vk E Na[Vi], Vi E NG [Vi], and vk E NG[Vj]* we need to 
show that VI E NG[vj]. By symmetry, we may assume that k S i. Thus, Vi, vi, Vk, q E 
vk. SiUCe Vk iS Simple in Gk, &her Nk[Vi]C Nk[Vj], Or Nk[Vj]E Nk[Vi ]. In the 
latter case, Vj <k Vi by definition, and hence Vi <i Vi. However, Vi is minimal in 
(Vi, Ci), by the choice of Vi, a contradiction. ThUS Nk[Vi]C Nk[Vj]e It follows that 
Ul E N’[Vj]. q 
Remtuk 3.4. The algorithm presented in the proof of Theorem 3.3 provides a 
polynomial procedure to recognize strongly chordal graphs and construct strong 
elimination orderings. In some cases, e.g. trees and interval graphs, a strong 
elimination ordering can be found in linear time [7}. 
4. Forbiien sabgraphs 
Chordal graphs are defined in terms of forbidden induced subgraphs, namely 
cycles of length at least four. In this section we will present a forbidden induced 
subgraph characterization of the class of strongly chordal graphs. To this end, we 
introduce the following definitions. 
D&nition. (a) An incomplete trampoline is a chordal graph G on 2n vertices, for 
some n a3, whose vertex set can be partitioned into two sets, W = 
1 w19 w2, . . . , w,,} and U=(u,, u2,. . . , h}, so that W is independent and, for each 
i and i, Wi is adjacent to z+ if and only if i = j or i = j + 1 (mod n). 
(b) A trampoline is an incomplete trampoline G in which G[U] is a complete 
graph. 
These definitions are illustrated in Fig. 2. 
(:I) An incomplete trampoline. 
Fig. 2. 
(b1 A trampoline. 
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The main theorem of this section is: 
Theorem 4.1. A graph is strongly chordal if and only if it does not contain as an 
induced subgraph a cycle of length greater than three or a trampoline. 
This theorem can be restated as follows: 
Theorem 4.1’. A chordul graph is 
induced trampoline. 
strongly chordal if and only if it contains no 
We note that Chang [5] has recently independently discovered this class of 
graphs. He shows that if a chordal graph G contains no induced trampoline then a 
minimum cardinality k-dominating set of G can be found in polynomial time. 
(See also [7,8] for the case k = 1 and related problems.) 
When Dirac showed that every chordal graph has a simplicial vertex he actually 
proved a stronger statement, namely that every non-trivial chordal graph has at 
least two simplicial vertices [6]. A similar statement is true for strongly chordal 
graphs and is needed for the proof of Theorem 4.1. This statement is given in 
Lemma 4.4. Two minor lemmas are required for the proof. 
Lemma 4.2. Suppose that v is sintple in G and that y is a neighbor of v with 
maximal neighborhood. Then N[y] = (u: d(u, v&2}. 
Proof. Clearly it suthces to show that d( u, v) < 2 implies u E N[y J. This is clear by 
Remark 3.2 if d(u, v)~ 1. Suprose that d(u, v) = 2. Then there is some w E NV] 
such that w is adjacent to u and u. Since v is simple, N[wJc N[yJ, by the choice 
of y, and hence u E N[y J. 0 
Lemma 4.3. Suppose that v is simple in G’ = G - u and that d&, v) 2 3. Then v is 
simple in G. 
Pmf. For each w E N,;[v], N,;[w]= N&w]. !J 
Lemma 4.4. Suppose that G is a norl-trivial str<q$y chordal graph. Then G has CUP 
least two simple vertices. 
Proof. We will actually prove the following stronger statement: 
If G is a non-trivial strongly chordal graph of diameter k: (where k may be @, 
then G has two simple vertices, u and v, such, that d,( u, v) amin(3, k}. 
If k = 1, then G is complete and every vertex is simple. We prove the remaining 
cases by induction on 1 V(G)I. The unique smallest graph of diameter 2 is a path of 
1eng.h 2, and the unique smallest graph of diameter greater than 2 consists of two 
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isolated vertices. It is easy to see that the statement holds for these graphs. The 
inductive step is broken down into two cases. 
Case 1: diam(G)= 2. By Theorem 3.3, G has a simple vertex u. Since 
diam(G) =2, v is not isolated. Let y be a neighbor of o with maximal neighbor- 
hood. Such a y exists since o is not isolated. By Lemma 4.2, N,[y] = V(G):L.et 
G’ = G - y. Then diam(G’) 3 2, since G incomplete implies G’ incomplete be- 
cause NG[y]= V(G). By the inductive hypothesis, G’ has two non-adjacent 
simple vertices, zt and w. Since NG[y]= V(G), u and w are simple in G. 
Case 2: diam(G)a 3. By Theorem 3.3, G has a simple vertex, o. Let G’ = 
G-Q. We. consider two subcases: 
(a) diam(G’)a 3. B y th e inductive hypothesis, G’ has two simple vertices, u 
and w, su:Jh that &Ju, w) 5 3. At least one of these, say u, satisfies & (u, v) 2 3, 
for othep,.uise ach neighbor of u with maximal neighborhood lies in N&[u]n 
N&w], by Lemma 4.2, contradicting the fact that &Ju, w) Z= 3. By Lemma 4.3, u 
is simple in G and hence u and u satisfy the required conditions. 
(b) diam(G’)s2. If G is not connected the result is trivial, since each compo- 
nent of G is strongly chordal and hence contains a simple vertex. Otherwise, 
diam(G) = 3 and diam(G’) = 2. 
Let Vi = (u: d&u, U) = i}, for i = 0, 1,2,3. By the inductive hypothesis, G’ has 
two non-adjacent simple vertices. Also, G’[V, ] is complete, since ZJ is simplicial in 
G by Remark 3.2. Thus G’ has at least one simple vertex, w, in V2 U V3. If 
w E V3, then d&v, w) = 3 and so w is simple in G, by Lemma 4.3. In that case v 
and w satisfy the required conditions. Suppose that w E V2. Let u be 2 neighbor 
of w with maximal neighborhood. Since diam(G’) = 2, 
NG’[u] = V(G’) = Vt U V2 U V3 
by Lemma 4.2. Thus u E V2, since L&(X, z) > 2 fc;r each x E VI and z E V3, and 
VI # 8 # V3. 1~ follows that 
N&u]= VIU V,U V3. 
Let G*= G - u. Then diam(G *) % 3, since d&v, z) s 3 for each z E V3. By the 
inductive hypothesis, G* has two simple vertices, x‘ and t, such that d&, t) 3 3. 
Again, at least one of these, say X, satisfies d&x, v) 9 3. Thus x E V3. Since 
No[u] = V1 U V2 U V3, we have 
NJs]c NG[u] for each s E Nc,*[x]. 
Hence 
N&] = NG*[s]U{u} for each s E NG*[x], 
since G * = G-u and u E N&s]. Since x is simple in G* it follows that the 
vertices in NG[x] are pairwise compatible in G. Thus x and v are simple in G and 
d&x, v)a 3. 
The result now follows Ly induction. 0 
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Lemma 4.5. Let G be an incomplete trampoline. Then G has an induced subgraph 
which is a trampoline. 
E%&. (Note. Instead of presenting the original proof of this lemma which 
appeared in [7], we give a very simple proof due to Chang [S], who discovered 
this lemma independently). Let (ul, u2, . . . , k}, {w,, w2,. . . , w,} be the partition 
of V(G) from the definition of an incomplete trampoline. Observe that since G is 
chordal and each Wi is in a cycle and has degree 2 in G, its neighbors, h_l and y, 
are adjacent (addition is modulo n). 
We prove this lemma by induction on n. It follows from the above observation 
that if n = 3, then G is a trampoline. See Fig. 3. 
Fig. 3. 
Suppose that n > 3 and that the lemma holds for all incomplete tramolines on 
fewer than 2n vertices. If G[uI, u2,. . . , 41 is complete, then G is a trampoline. 
Otherwise, we may assume that [u,, u&!E(G) for some i. Since [u,, u2], 
[u,. U,]E E(G), there exist k and I such that k <j< I, [u,, uk], [u,, UJE E(G), and 
[u,, u&i E(G) for any p such that k <p c 2. In that case, 
G* = Gb,, Ukr Uk+lr . . . , UI, Wk+lr wk+2,. -. , ‘d 
is an incomplete trampoline for which {uk, t&+l, . . . , Ul}, {ul, wk+l, wk+2, . . . , WI} 
is the required partition. By induction. G * (and hence G) contains a trampoline 
as an induced subgraph. q 
Proof of Theorem 4.1. (Nore. In all of the illustrations in this proof a dotted line 
,Crling NO vertices is used to emphasize that those vertices are not joined by an 
edge ;.- lthe g:aph.) 
(Necessity) It is easy to see that no trampoline A strongly chordal since each ‘u’ 
vertex has two incompatible ‘w’ neighbors and vice versa. Consequently, no 
strongly chordal graph contains a trampoline IIS an induced subgraph, since 
induced subgraphs of strongly chordal graphs are strongly chordal. Also, no 
strongly chc:rdal graph contains a cycle of length greater than three as an induced 
subgraph since strongly chordal graphs are chord.al. 
{Sufficiency). Let G* be a chordal graph which is not strongly chordal and let 
G be a minimal induced subgraph of G* which is not strongly chordal. It s&ices 
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to show that G is a trampoline. 
LetI={W~,W&..., w,,} be the set of simplical vertices of G, and, for each i, let 
Gi = G - Wi. 
By Theorem 3.1, I # $9. Also, G has no simple vertices, by Theorem 3.3 and the 
minimality of G. Thus 1 V(G)] > 2 and so by Lemma 4,4 and the minimality of G, 
each Gi has at least two simple vertices. 
Claim 1. For each i, the simple vertices of Gi are in I. 
proof. It is not difficult to see that the simplicial vertices of Gi are in I U NG[wi]e 
Since simple vertices are simplicial, by Remark 3.2, the simple vertices of Gi are 
also in I U NG[wi]. Since Wi is not simple in G, there is a pair of vertices in NG[Wi ]
which are incompatible in G. Since Wi is simplicial, neither of these vertices is Wi. 
Thus these vertices are incompatible in Gi. Moreover, since Wi is simplicial, these 
vertices are in NG, [u] for each u E NG[ Wi]- { Wi}. Consequently, no vertex in 
NG[Wi] is simple in Gi, proving Claim 1. 
Claim 2. I is independent in G. 
PrOOf. we prove this shim by contradiction. Suppose [Wi, Wj] E E(G). Then, since 
Wi and Wj are simplicial in G, 
NG[Wi]= NG[Wj]. 
By Claim 1, there is some Wk which is simple in Gi. Since Wk is not Simple in G, 
there are two vertices, x and y, in NG[wk] which are incompatible in G, i.e., 
NG[x]-NGCYI #8 and NG[y]-Nc[x]#@. If y = Wi, then xf Wj since NG[Wi]= 
NG [Wj]. Similarly, if x = Wi, then y # Wj. Hence, we may assume, without loss of 
generality, that X # Wi # y. Thus x, y E V(Gi). Since Wk is simple in Gi, x and y are 
compatible in Gi, and hence we may assume, without loss of generality, that 
~~[XI-N~[YI=(wi)- H owever, this is impossible since NG[Wj] = NG[Wi]. Conse- 
quently, [Wi, wj] ef E(G), whence I is independent, proving Claim 2. 
Claim 3. If Wi is simple in Gj and Gk, then there are vertices Uj, uk E NG[Wi]- I 
such that NG[i+]-NG[Uk]=(Wi) and &[Uk]-NG[Uj]={Wk}. 
Proof. Since Wi is simple in Gj but not in G, there are vertices r+, uk E NG[Wi] such 
that NG[&+]-NG[Uk]={Wj} and NG[uk]-N&.+]#@, as illustrated in Fig. 4. Since 
Wi iS ShpPe ill Gk, N&,&I - NC [q] = (Wk}, for otherwise Uj and uk would be 
incompatible in Gk. This proves c%k'l 3, SiIlCe &,&$I by ClahJ 2. 
11 . 
W. W. 
J I 
Fig. 4. 
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Claim 4. Let wi E I. Then Wi is simple in at most two Gj’s, j = 1,2,. . . , n. 
Pro@. Suppose that Wi is simple in Gi and Gk. Let + and k be vertices satisfying 
the conclusion of Claim 3. Then, for each I other than j and k, z+ and uk are 
incompatible in Gt, and hence Wi is not simple in G1, proving Claim 4. 
Cl&n 5. Each Wi is simple in exactly two Gj’S, and each Gj contains exactly two f 
simple vertices. 
proof. For each i, let 
Si = {i: wi is simple in Gi} 
and let 
Ti = (i: wi is simple in Gi}. 
By Lemma 4.4 and Claim 1, (T 1-3 2 for each i. By Claim 4, \Sil s 2 for each i. On 
the other hand, XT=_1 lT,i =x:=1 ISI. Thus ISil =I?‘+1 ~2 for each i, proving Claim 5. 
Cl&t 6. For each i and I, Wi is simple in Gl if and only if ~‘1 is simple in Gin 
Proof. we prove this claim by contradiction. Suppose that Wi is simple in GI but wI 
is not simple in Gi. By Claim 5, there is a wi such that if 1 and Wi is simple in Gj, 
and there are two vertices w, and w, such that wI is simple in C;, and Gt. By Claim 
3, there exist vertices Lti. L+, u,, and U, such that pi, ~1 E N.[M+]-I, u,, U, E 
NC; [w,] - I and 
We illustrate this in Fig. 5, omitting all edges joining ‘u’ vertices for the sake of 
visual clarity. 
Fig. 5. 
To prove Claim 6, we first estsiblish Claim 7: 
Claim 7. u,, uf, u,, z nd u, are distinct. 
proof lt is obvious that Uj $ UI and U, # u,. ADO, ui # U, and Uj # U, since 
f u,. WI ] 4 E(G) whereas [u,, w,], [u,, WJ E E(G). It remains to show that uI # u, and 
UI f- u,. 
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Suppose that q = K. Then Cull wt]$ E(G) and SO. [Wi, U&E(G) since of is 
simple in GJ and, by assumption, wi # w,. (This is pictorially summarized in Fig. 
6.) Thus 4, U, E NG[Wi], and SO wi is not simple in GI, contrary to the assumption. 
Hence y # 4. By a similar argument, z+ # y, proving Claim 7. 
% 11 t \ \ AlI \ \ 
W. 
1 
w 
P 
\\r 
t 
11 
P 
II t \ \ Lt7-7 \ \ 
\5 . k 
I c I\ t 
Fig. 6. 
We now complete the proof of Claim 6. Suppose Cr.+, w,]$ E(G). Then 
[WI, W&I! E(G) since &[uJ-NG[~]={y} and wl# w,. Consequently, [wi, UJE 
E(G) since wI is simple in G, and, by assumption, Wi # w,. (See Fig. 6.) 
Moreover, [Wi, uJ$ E(G), for otherwise u, and w, would be incompatible 
neighbors of Wi in GI. Consequently, [uI, w,l E E(G), since wI is simple in Gt and 
Wi # w,. (See Fig. 7.) 
w WI1 W W. we W i S 1 S 
Fig. 7. 
It follows that 1.4~ and u, are incompatible neighbors of Wi in G1, a contradiction. 
(See Fig. 8.) 
w w w 
i s t 
Fig. 8. 
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We may therefore assume that Cr.+, W,]E E(G). By a similar argument, we maiy 
assume that [E+, w&E(G). In that case, G[y-, ac, 4, We, w,, w,] is an incomplete 
trampoline, as is illustrated in Fig. 9. 
U. U 
! S Ut 
I 
1 / I ‘/ I \ \ 
w!? W S Wt 
Fig. 9. 
By Lemma 4.5, this induced subgraph contains (in this case, is) a trampoline. This 
contradicts the minimality of G, since G[%, u,, 4, w,, w,, WJ is a proper induced 
subgraph of G which is not strongly chordal. This establishes Claim 6. 
Let H be the graph defined by V(H) ={w,. w2,. . . , w,) where [Wi, W&E E(H) if 
and only if Wi is simple in Gi. By Claims 5 and 6, each vertex of H has degree 2, 
and hence H is a union of cycles. Suppose that H[w,, w2, . . . . wr] is a cycle. It 
follows from the definition of If and from Claim 3, that NG[Wi]n N,[Wi+l J # fl for 
i=l,..., 1 (all addition is modulo I). For i = I? . . . ,I, let 4 be a vertex in 
NJ w,] n N,;[ wi + ,] which has the smallest possible degree in G. We will show that 
G[w,, W2, - - * t Wlp Kiy K29 - - * 9 uJ is an incomplete trampoline. It will follow from 
Lemma 4.S and the minimality of G that G is a trampoline. 
C’lair?t 8. For i=l,... q L N~~[Ui-,]-N~[~]={wi- 1) and NG[h]- N,[q__,]= 
{ Wi + Ii (all addition is modulo I). 
Proof Let iE{1,2,... , I}. By symmetry it suffices to show that NJuJ- 
N<i[h]={Wi -1). S’ mce wi is simple in Gi_ 1, it suffices to SLOW that Wi_1 E 
N,Jy ,]- NJ&]. We will prove this by contradiction. Suppose that Wi-lE 
h&[u, 1. It follows from Claim 3 that there is some vertex x E NG[Wi] which is 
adJG ‘?Iit t0 Wi+* but not to Wi _, , since Wi is skple in Gi_1 and Gi+r . (This is 
illustrated in Fig. 10.) Since Wi is simple in Gi+l, .Y and Wi are compatible in Gi+l. 
Since 
it follows that 
Consequently, the degree of x in G is less than the degree of 4 in G and 
x E N,r~;]n NG[wi+,], contradicting the choice of 4. Thus, wi-l$ N,[h], proving 
Claim %. 
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X U. 1 / 
’ / 5 / 
W. l-l W. 1 W. 1+1 
Fig. 10. 
Cl&n 9. G[w,, ~2, l . . , ~1, ul, ~2,. . . , uJ is an incomplete trampoline. 
Fruof. By Claim 2, {wl, w2,. . . , wl} is independent. By the choice of the $s, 
[Wi, z+]EE(G) whenever i =j or i=j+ 1 (mod 1). By Claim 8, [wi, r+Ii# E(G) if 
r’ ~j - 1 (mod 1) or i sj + 2 (mod I). Thus it suflkes to show that [Wig u&! E(G) 
whenever i E(1,2,. . . , 1) -u - 1, j, j + 1, j + 2). We prove this by contradiction. 
Suppose [Wi, t+JeE(G), je{l,2,. . . , I), and iE{l,2,. . . , Z}-(i-l, j, j+l, j+2}. 
(See Fig. 11.) Since wi is simple in Gj+l and [%, Wj-l]$ E(G), it follows that 
C%-1, Wi]E E(G), for otherwise z+ and +1 would be incompatible neighbors of Wj 
in Gj+l. S~i.l~~Y, c++1, Wi J E E(G). (This is illustrated in Fig. 12.) Hence, in any 
GPO k # i, either z+ and z+ are incompatible neighbors of Wi, or ui and + l are 
incompatrble neighbors of wi. It follows that Wi is not simple ira any Gk, 
contradicting Claim 5. This contradiction establishes Claim 9. 
uj-l 9 'j+l 
wj-l wj ewi wj+l wj+2 
Fig. 11. 
It now follows 
trampoline. Cl 
from Lemma 4.5 and the minimality of G that G is a 
‘j-1 
/rqg&&j 
wj-l wj W. 1 "j+l wj+2 
Fig. 12. 
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5. TotaUy bahnced ~~~&ices 
~vkz [ 13] defined a hypergraph H = (X, E) to be toto;lly balanceciI f every 
circuit oi length greater than two, say xlelx2e2 l l l x,,e,,xl, has some edge ei which 
contains at least three vertices in the set (xl, x2, . . . , x,,}. Based upon this 
definition, it is natural to define a (0,l) matrix to be totally balanced if it does not 
contain as a submatrix the (edge-vertex) incidence matrix of a cycle of length at 
least three. (The term ‘cycle’ refers to a graph, not a hypergraph). Thus, a 
hypergraph is totally balanced if and only if its incidence matrix is totally 
balanced. Notice that the class of totally balanced matrices is closed under 
arbitrary row and column permutations. Totally balanced matrices have been 
studied by Anstee [ 1, 21, Anstee and Faber [3), and Hoffman, Kolen and 
Sakarovitch [121. 
It is immediate from the definition that the incidence matrix of a graph G is 
totally balanced if and only if G is a forest. Also, the adjacency matrix of G is 
totally balanced if and only if G is chordal bipartite (see Golumbic [ll, Ch. 12J). 
It turns out that totally balanced matrices are also intimately related to strongly 
chordal gl aphs. 
The rreighborhood mafrix of a graph G on the vertices ul, 02, . . . , v,, is the n by 
II matrix M(G) whose (i, j) entry is 1 if Z)i E wq] and is 9 otherwise. Neighbor- 
hood matrices arise naturally in the study of dominating sets [7, S]. A strong 
elimination ordering has an obvious interpretabian in terms of the neighborhood 
matrix. 
Rem& 5.1. The ordering u,, u2, . . . , u,, of the vertices of G is a strong elimina- 
tion ordering if and only if the matrix 
1 1 
[ 1 I 0 (5.1) 
is not a submatrix of the neighborhood matrix, M(G), obtained using this 
ordering of the vertices. 
The validity of this remark is easily seen by considering the submatrix of M(G) 
r*qnsist inp of columns i and j intersected with rows k and 1, where i < j and k < 1. 
II. the following theorem M(G) refers to L&e neighborhood matrix of G 
obtained using any ordering of the vertices. 
Theorem 5.2. Tile graph G is s:rongly chordal if and only if M(G) is totally 
balurzcecl. 
Proof, Since thr’ cla 33 of totally balanced matrices is closed under arbitrary row 
and column permutations. necessity follows from Remark 5.1 together with the 
fact that iS.1) is a submatrix of the incidence matrix of every cycle of length at 
least tjlree using any ordering of its vertices and edges. 
It follows from Theorem 4.1 that to prove sticiency it is enough to show that 
if G is a trampoline or a cycle of length at least four then M(G) contains as a 
submatrix the incidence matrix of some cycle of length .at least three. If G is a 
trampoline on 2n vertices then the submatrix of M(G) consisting of ,the rows 
corresponding to the- ‘u’ vertices and the columns corresvnding to the ‘w’ 
vertices is exactly the incidence matrix of a cycle of length n. The proof of the 
case where G is a cycle of length at least four is straightforward and is 
omitted. Cl 
A clique of a graph G is a maximal complete subgraph of G. The cE@e mati~ 
of a graph G on the vertices ol, 02, . . . , u,, with cliques C1, C2, . . . , Ck is the k by 
n matrix C(G) whose (i, j) entry is 1 if ui is in Ci and is 0 otherwise, A. Lubiw 
posed the question of whether the neighborhood matrix of a graph is totally 
balanced if and only if the clique matrix of that graph is totally bakanced. An 
affirmative answer to this question follows immediately from Theorem 5.2 and the 
following theorem. In this theorem C(G) refers to the clique minrix of G 
obtained using any ordering of its vertices and cliques. 
Theorem 5.3. The graph G is strongly chordal if and only if C(GIi is totally 
balanced. 
Proof. Since the class of totally balanced matrices is closed under arbitrary rout’ 
and column permutations, necessity will follow from showing that *t:he clique 
matrix obtained from any one ordering of the vertices and cliques of ,a strongly 
chordal graph is totally balanced. 
Suppose that G is a strongly chordal graph with strong elimination: ordering 
01, u2, . . . , u,,. Then, for each j, the subgraph of G induced by (Ui : i 5 j, ZIi E N[uj1) 
is complete, by the definition of a strong elimination ordering. Moreover., it is easy 
to ..ee that each clique of G is of this form. Consider the neighborhood matrix, 
id(G), obtained using this ordering of the vertices. It follows from trle above 
remarks that the clique matrix of G is a submatrix of the matrix C*(G) obtained 
from M(G) by replacing each entry below the main diagonal by 0. Since M(G) 
does not contain (5.1) as a submatrix, neither does C*W). Hence C”(G) (and 
consequently C(G)) is totally balar<ced. 
It follows from Theorem 4.1 that to prove sufficiency it is enough to show that 
if G is a trampoline or a cycle of length at least four then C(G) contains as a 
submatrix the incidence matrix of a cycle of length at least three. The proof of this 
fact is straightforward and is omitted. Cl 
Corollary 5.4. For any graph G, M(G) is totally balanced if and only if C(G) is 
totally balanced. 
We note that Lubiw has obtained an independent proof of this corollary which 
does not utilize the fact that the graphs in question are strongly chordal [ 141. 
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Based upon Theorems 5.2 and 5.3, it would appear that strongly chordal graphs 
are, in some sense, contained in the class of totally balanced matrices. However, it 
can be shown that every totally balanced matrix is a submatrix of the neighbor- 
hood matrix of some strongly chordal graph [8], and of the clique matrix of some 
strongty chordal graph. In fact, we may assume that the strongJly chordal graph is 
the same in each case. Thus, in some sense, the class of strongly chordal graphs is 
equivalent to the class of totally balanced matrices. 
We conclude with what is perhaps the simplest characterization presented 
in this paper. If C is a cycle of even length in the graph G, then a strong chord 
of C is an edge of G joining two vertices, u and u, of C such that d&u, tt) is odd 
and greater than 1. 
Theorem 6.1. A graph G is strongly chordal if and only if it is chordal arqd euery 
men cycle of length at least 6 in G has a strong chord. 
Proof. Let G be a graph. It is easy to see that if every even cycle of length at least 
6 in G has a strong chord, then G contains no induced trampoline. If, in addition, 
G is chordal, then G is strongly chordal, by Theorem 4.1. 
To prove the converse, we use Theorem 5.2. Suppose that t)iu2 l l l u2n, n > 3, is 
A cycle in G with no strong chords. Then the submatrix of M(G) consisting of the 
rows corresponding to u, , u3, . . . , u2” _ 1 and the columns corresponding to 
u,z* U4r - . . c u2” is precisely the incidence matrix of a cycle of length n. Conse- 
quently, G is nl2t strongly chordal. Cl 
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Note added in proof 
The work on k-dominating sets in strongly chordal graphs referenced to Chang 
[Sj appears in Chang and Nemhauser [Xl. 
After this. paper was accepted for publication, we learned of the related work of 
Iijama and Shibata [17]. They ptrove Lemma 4.5 of this paper and also show that 
the neighborhood matrix of a graph is totally balanced iff the graph is chordal and 
contains no induced trampoline (cf. Theorem 5.2). 
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